One Book Nova Scotia
Book Discussion Questions
Just Beneath My Skin by Darren Greer

What do you think are the author’s feelings toward his characters? What were your feelings about
them? Do you like them, fear them, pity them…?
What role does memory or nostalgia play in the story?
Each chapter alternates the first-person perspective it is told from, quickly switching from Jake to
Nathan and back with often short chapters. How does this affect the narrative? What parallels and
contrasts between their experiences did you notice? Was there ever a moment when you mistook one
narrator for the other? Do you think this was intentional on the part of the author?
How significant is the setting of this story in North River, Nova Scotia, with mentions of Halifax? How
might the story change if it were set elsewhere?
Nathan attaches a special significance to his middle name, Alexander. What is the importance of names
in the novel? Does your own name have a special story attached to it?
What was Jake’s relationship with Johnny Lang? Can you think of other characters in literature who
remind you of Johnny?
There are many references to nature in this story, such as the woods, the river, the fish and other
animals, the fire, and even an eclipse. How does nature affect the mood of the narrative?
One of the recurring themes in the book is the saying “like father, like son.” How does this phrase reflect
the various father-son relationships within the novel?
Nathan and Jake both seem to have negative feelings about Carla. What role do women play in this
story? What might this book look like if written from her perspective? How might it change the story if
Jake or Nathan were women and the story was about mothers and daughters instead of fathers and
sons?
Ultimately, do you think Jake was a good father to Nathan? Why or why not?
The book ends on a dramatic note. Were you surprised by the ending? Did the narrative style have any
influence on how you felt the story would end? What do you think happens after the book ends?
What do you think is the significance of the title Just Beneath My Skin?
Would you recommend this book to a friend? Why or why not?

